DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
I have just seen in a newspaper a picture of Spanish children,,
each of whom had lost a limb., in flight before Franco over the
mountains to France.
In flight? I have used the wrong term. They only had one
leg apiece, and a crutch in place of the other. Each was led by
a grown man. There was a little girl, about the age of my
daughter, with one leg. A little boy, about the age of my son, with
one leg. Behind them other children, each with one leg, each
with one crutch, hobbling over the mountains, hurrying to get to
France.
Suffer little children! Oh yeah? Not these little children.
These little children are insufferable. They are the children of
peasant-class, working-class parents, Reds. Blow their remaining
legs off. Send the Moors, the Germans, the Italians, to do it.
Applaud Franco. Onward Christian soldiers.
Suffer little children? Not these little children. If they were
the well-fed and well-clad children of well-to-do German Jews,
you would turn out your mayor and his corporation, his gold
chain and his band to welcome them, press reporters and photo-
graphers in scores would describe and depict their daily doings
for you, your warmhearted women welfare workers would hasten
to them, your Iove-your-fellow~man students from Oxford would
take train to Dovercourt to pet and pamper them and tuck them up.
But these other little children, with one leg apiece, hobbling
over the mountains? Oh no. No primates or prelates burst into
protest about this. No Elder Politicians, no peers gathered on
platforms to appeal to the conscience of the world about this*
No newspapers opened their columns to subscriptions for this
cause.
No, this is what the England of 1939 likes to see, this procession
of one-legged children, hobbling over the wintry hills to France.
These are Reds, Out upon them. Franco, Hitler and Mussolini
are saving us from Bolshevism.
At Munich the greatest victory in history was converted into
the greatest defeat. We English people of to-day either fought
in a war in which a million Britishers were killed or we are the
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